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Free antivirus- and security solution for Android

The free antivirus app IKARUS mobile.security protects 
your Android smartphones and tablets without draining 
your battery life or memory usage.

Thanks to daily updates, continuous monitoring and defi-
nable scan intervals, IKARUS mobile.security takes care 
of your security automatically and without your interven-
tion. Warnings or risks are displayed immediately and can        
be remedied directly in the app.

Another bonus is app blocking: this allows you to block    
selected apps by providing them with password protection. 
These apps can only become active if they have been un-
locked beforehand and have no way of accessing your data 
or establishing connections to the outside beyond that.

IKARUS mobile.security scans your Android devices for viruses, malware and adware and reliably 
monitors all downloads, new installations and updates for infections. The Security Advisor also scans 
your device settings and warns you of potential risks or vulnerabilities.

Protection from malware and unauthorised access
In addition to the free antivirus features, the full version of IKARUS mobile.security offers a URL filter for safe surfing: 
Before visiting an infected or potentially dangerous website, the app displays a warning and you can cancel the call to 
the website risk-free.

The Privacy Control feature helps you protect your privacy and personal data by rating apps according to their requested 
permissions. This allows you to specifically check whether apps are requesting more data or access rights than they 
actually need for their function, and block or uninstall them if necessary.

IKARUS mobile.security

Produkt-Highlights
• Protection from Viruses, spam, and malware
• Virus scan and device monitoring
• Security advisor
• Privacy control*
• URL filter*

* Full version required


